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Recycling the myth that global warming ‘stopped in the mid-
1990s’
The columnist David Rose has frequently told his readers in the ‘Mail on Sunday’ that global
warming ‘stopped’ almost two decades ago. Yet as Bob Ward observes, his often repeated
claim has no basis in climate science and ought to be challenged. 
David Rose loves to tell readers of  the ‘The Mail on Sunday’ that global warming ‘stopped’
in the mid-1990s. On 5 December 2010, the newspaper published a long article by Rose,
under the headline: ‘What happened to the ‘warmest year on record’: The truth is global
warming has halted’. Rose’s contribution claimed “f or the past 15 years, global warming has stopped”,
drawing on an analysis handed to him by the Global Warming Policy Foundation, the club f or climate
change ‘sceptics’ that was set up by Lord Lawson in November 2009 to campaign against policies to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
Rose was at it again on 30 October 2011, with another article f or ‘The Mail on Sunday’, based on
inf ormation passed to him by the Global Warming Policy Foundation, which suggested “there has been
no increase in world temperatures since the end of  the Nineties”.
Three months later, on 29 January 2012, Rose recycled his story in ‘The Mail on Sunday’, yet again using
a hand-out f rom the Global Warming Policy Foundation, to assert “[t]he supposed ‘consensus’ on man-
made global warming is f acing an inconvenient challenge af ter the release of  new temperature data
showing the planet has not warmed f or the past 15 years”.
And so f ast f orward to 14 October 2012, and sure enough, Rose rehashed his story in ‘The Mail on
Sunday’, under the headline ‘Global Warming stopped 16 years ago, Met Of f ice report reveals’. This ‘new’
article was apparently based on the publication of  an updated version of  the HadCRUT4 dataset of
monthly global average temperature measurements f rom January 1850 to August 2012.
The HadCRUT4 dataset, the preparation of  which is described in an academic paper by Colin Morice and
co-authors, is considered to be more accurate than its predecessors, and includes better estimates of
temperature f rom higher latitudes in the northern hemisphere. It shows that 12 of  the 13 warmest years
on record have all occurred since the end of  2000.
But the objective of  Rose’s article was apparently to convince readers of  ‘The Mail on Sunday’ that
global warming “stopped” in the mid-1990s. So he set out not to describe what the overall HadCRUT4
dataset shows, but instead to cherry-pick a portion of  it to try to give the f alse impression that his story
was based on scientif ic evidence. This is how he did it.
Here is a plot of  the monthly global temperature data f rom HadCRUT4 f or the period f rom January 1970
to August 2012, inclusive, expressed in terms of  the dif f erence f rom the average value f or 1961-1990.
Although there is a lot of  scatter, it is clear that these data def ine a strong warming trend of  0.164°C per
decade. The variation in monthly values around the warming trend ref lects the impact of  natural variability
and the ef f ects of  other processes that inf luence the global climate, such as El Niño and La Niña. It is
because of  this natural variability that bodies such as the Met Of f ice and the World Meteorological
Organisation recommend measuring temperature trends over periods of  not less than 30 years.
But in writ ing his story, Rose ignored all the HadCRUT4 data f rom prior to January 1997, and instead
only considered monthly temperature measurements f rom about the last 15 years. So, here is a plot of
the monthly data f rom had HadCRUT4 f or the period f rom January 1997 to August 2012, inclusive.
These data def ine a warming trend of  0.047°C per decade. Applying simple linear regression using
ordinary least squares to the data shows that this trend is statistically signif icant at the 95 per cent level.
It should be noted simple linear regression using ordinary least squares is not really the best method f or
assessing these data as it depends on assumptions which are violated by global temperature
measurements. Nevertheless, it can be used to show that Rose’s claim that “f rom the beginning of  1997
until August 2012, there was no discernible rise in aggregate global temperatures” is entirely f alse.
It is also worth noting that this plot dif f ers f rom the f ake graph that accompanied the article by Rose –
f or instance, in the HadCRUT4 dataset, January 2007 is the warmest month ever recorded, whereas
Rose’s graph suggests that it was much cooler.
Why did Rose choose January 1997 as a starting point? In April 1997, the strongest El Niño event of  the
20th century was underway, causing global temperatures to become anomalously warm. Hence by
choosing January 1997 as a starting point, with the end point in mid-2012 when there was no El Niño
occurring, Rose seemingly hoped to maximise his chances of  f inding a time period over which there was
no measurable global warming.
This attempt to hide global warming is a common trick used by self -proclaimed climate change ‘sceptics’.
If  one considers annual temperatures, there are a number of  15-year sequences since 1970 when
warming has been statistically insignif icant, and it is obvious that the period since January 1997 is not
particularly special.
This table shows how the monthly temperature trend f or 15-year periods since 1970 has varied.




p-value Is the trend statistically
signif icant at the 95% level?
Jan. 1970 Dec. 1984 0.161 3.254×10-10 Yes
Jan. 1971 Dec. 1985 0.159 4.007×10-10 Yes
Jan. 1972 Dec. 1986 0.130 1.611×10-7 Yes
Jan. 1973 Dec. 1987 0.161 1.233×10-10 Yes
Jan. 1974 Dec. 1988 0.224 4.864×10-20 Yes
Jan. 1975 Dec. 1989 0.184 2.076×10-15 Yes
Jan. 1976 Dec. 1990 0.194 2.759×10-16 Yes
Jan. 1977 Dec. 1991 0.151 9.105×10-13 Yes
Jan. 1978 Dec. 1992 0.134 1.472×10-9 Yes
Jan. 1979 Dec. 1993 0.095 1.060×10-5 Yes
Jan. 1980 Dec. 1994 0.097 4.986×10-6 Yes
Jan. 1981 Dec. 1995 0.135 2.522×10-9 Yes
Jan. 1982 Dec. 1996 0.142 1.899×10-10 Yes
Jan. 1983 Dec. 1997 0.165 1.585×10-12 Yes
Jan. 1984 Dec. 1998 0.257 2.618×10-23 Yes
Jan. 1985 Dec. 1999 0.224 7.333×10-19 Yes
Jan. 1986 Dec. 2000 0.173 1.750×10-12 Yes
Jan. 1987 Dec. 2001 0.168 5.513×10-12 Yes
Jan. 1988 Dec. 2002 0.200 3.758×10-15 Yes
Jan. 1989 Dec. 2003 0.231 3.444×10-19 Yes
Jan. 1990 Dec. 2004 0.214 1.221×10-16 Yes
Jan. 1991 Dec. 2005 0.258 1.554×10-23 Yes
Jan. 1992 Dec. 2006 0.272 5.370×10-26 Yes
Jan. 1993 Dec. 2007 0.231 4.951×10-21 Yes
Jan. 1994 Dec. 2008 0.166 3.678×10-12 Yes
Jan. 1995 Dec. 2009 0.133 4.835×10-9 Yes
Jan. 1996 Dec. 2010 0.138 1.368×10-9 Yes
Jan. 1997 Dec. 2011 0.058 4.946×10-3 Yes
Jan. 1997 Aug. 2012 0.047 1.450×10-2 Yes
Jan. 1999 Aug. 2012 0.077 9.160×10-4 Yes
Jan. 1996 Aug. 2012 0.094 1.097×10-6 Yes
Jan. 1970 Aug. 2012 0.164 2.511×10-136 Yes
It demonstrates that while the data period f rom January 1997 to the end of  2011 def ine the lowest rate
of  warming (0.058°C per decade), the trend not much lower than the rate of  warming between 1979 and
1993, or between 1980 and 1994. Furthermore, the table also shows that the data f or periods on either
side of  that cherry-picked by Rose also recorded higher rates of  warming.
It is also apparent that Rose’s cherry-picking was deliberate rather than accidental. The Met Of f ice’s
press of f ice has published details of  its exchange with Rose ahead of  publication of  his article, warning
him “[a]s we’ve stressed bef ore, choosing a starting or end point on short- term scales can be very
misleading”.
But Rose was undaunted by the Met Of f ice’s expert advice and steadf ast in his ef f ort to f orce the
scientif ic evidence into the strait jacket of  a story which approvingly quoted the new Conservative energy
minister, John Hayes, who said at his recent party conf erence that “the high-f lown theories of  bourgeois
lef t-wing academics will not override the interests of  ordinary people who need f uel f or heat, light and
transport”.
In an accompanying polemic, ironically under the headline ‘Flawed science costs us dearly’, Rose
complained about “the widespread conviction, which is shared by polit icians of  all stripes and drilled into
children at primary schools, that, without drastic action to reduce carbon-dioxide [sic] emissions, global
warming is certain soon to accelerate, with truly catastrophic consequences by the end of  the century”,
bef ore concluding that warming “may be happening much slower than the catastrophists have claimed – a
conclusion with enormous policy implications”.
In addition, one should note that Rose’s article arose not f rom his own investigation but instead, as with
all of  his previous articles claiming that global warming stopped in 1997, was prompted by Dr David
Whitehouse of  the Global Warming Policy Foundation. Dr Whitehouse provided Rose with the idea f or his
article through a blog which was posted on the Foundations’ website on 10 October, stating “[t]he recent
temperature standstill is very evident”, but at least acknowledging that the data had been cherry-picked.
Perhaps it is not surprising that ‘The Mail on Sunday’ chooses to mislead its readers in this way, given
the dismal track record of  its stablemates, the ‘Daily Mail’ and the ‘Mail Online’.
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